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ABSTRACT

Biometric Verification System for Automated Teller Machine (ATM) will serve as

an alternative for the current verification system that uses ATM card and personal

identification number (PIN) to protect against fraud and effectively eliminating most

common attempts to gain unauthorized access. With biometric technology, customer can

gain access to their account through smart card approach combined with biometric

technology to automatically identify individuals using their distinct physical or

behavioral characteristics. The main objective of this project is to solve the problems

that arise from using PIN as the base of ATM verification system. These include

unauthorized access into financial accounts, stealing money, ATM fraud and many

more. To ensure a reliable project output, the author had outlined the scope of study for

the proposed project. It involves the study of ATM system, biometrics technology,

architecture, the benefits and the drawback of each approach and the current trend in the

market. The development of this system will be based on the RAD methodology.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

An automatic teller machine or ATM allows a bank customer to conduct their banking

transactions from almost every other ATM machine in the world. ATM provides

customers a quick and convenient way to access their bank accounts and to conduct

financial transactions. In order to gain access to an ATM a customer needs a card issued

by the appropriate bank and the correct Personal Identification Number (PIN) issued by

the financial institution. The PIN is entirely private to the cardholder and should never

be revealed or written down. The PIN is the key to the system, without it any

transactions cannot be made from an ATM. We can say that it is one of the important

aspects in ATM security system. The question is whether the PIN system is still reliable

in today's world.

Since the first time of ATM introduction nearly 30years ago, theft started tapping into

the system. The number of ATM fraud has increased from time to time concurrently

with the awareness of public on banking technology. Seems, the harder banks work to

secure their ATMs against fraud, the more likely criminals are to use violence against

ATM users to steal their money. The used of PIN as security means has been questioned

since it can never protect one's privacy once it fell into the wrong hand. This is where

biometric technology comes into the picture. The idea is to use something for

identification that can't be lost, stolen or forgotten and maybe there will be less fraud.

Although biometric security in banking industry is still in early phase, it may become

one of a reliable alternative to PIN system. Moving to a biometric security system

translates into greater security and efficiency, while minimizing the fraud in ATM

transactions. This project would serve as a good tool to understand the importance of

security measures towards one's privacy. Moreover, it gives an expose towards the

technology used in today's world to aid a particular system like this ATM security

system in order to reach its reliability and effectiveness.



1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Currently, password or personal identification number (PIN) is one of important aspects

in ATM security system which is commonly used to secure and protect financial

information of customers from unauthorized access. In general, PIN is sufficient to

protect against fraud and effectively eliminating most common attempts to gain

unauthorized access. In practice, however, PIN is often easy to defeat particularly those

which are easily guessed. The most recent cases show that the thefts have used

sophisticated cracking programs to steal ATM holders' money very easily. In addition,

for some people who live in today's high technology society which are bombarded

everyday by so many numbers such as social security number, credit card number and so

on, oftentimes they are confusing or difficult to be recalled immediately which could

lead to many problems. Whenever it is written down on small piece of paper or card in

order to anticipate such event, the strength of PIN as a security protection is weakened

since the likelihood of the code leaking to other people increase.

In summary, there are 2 main problems regarding the use of PIN system:

1. Stealing/duplication of bank card and identification number that leads to ATM

fraud.

2. Users have to memorize their identification number in order to gain access to

their accounts.

Responding to this matter, the author had comeout with the idea to use biometrics-based

identification method in replacement of personal identification number (PIN) in the

ATM Security System.



1.2.1 Significance of the project

An IT solution is required to help reduce the problem of ATM fraud. The

concept of Biometric Verification System is to offer the following benefits to the

society:

• Convenience - Biometrics can indeed make a system easier to use since

the clients no longerhas to remembertheir identification number.

• Greater security — biometrics link a person to an action.

• Local verification—clients hold their identity information (e.g., on a

Smart Card), so there is no need to verify identity via a central repository

or server.

• User identity is stored safely and is tamper-free.

• Decrease error of key-in wrong identification number.

1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY

1.3.1 Objectives

• To learn and understand the function and the current trend of

Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) especially in the security aspect.

• To propose a solution regarding the problems of the current security

system (PIN).

• To search on the latest method/technology of identification system

(biometric technology).

• To come out with a conceptual design of the system.

• To design the interface for the machine upfront and the screen layout.

1.3.2 Scope of Study

• Research on existing ATM security system.

• Research on biometric technology.

• Studies on the issue of biometrics technology.

• Studyon conceptual design and development of a verification system.



1.3.3 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame.

Biometric Verification System for Automated Teller Machine ATM is a relevant

project not only to the author but to the society as well. The author had used this

opportunity to apply what she has learned in classes into this project. While for

the society, this project will offer a great benefit by improving the security

measures in daily banking transactions through ATM thus increase the efficiency

and reduce frauds.

Due to time constraints, the author decided to narrow down the scope of study as

well as the system's design. As for the time frame, the author has to construct the

project plan and schedule to catch up with the time frame. This project should be

feasible to be completed in one semester, which is about 4 months.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 ATM Fraud - Technical Attack on PIN key

For decades, people had used personal identification number (PIN) to protect against

fraud and effectively eliminating most common attempts to gain unauthorized access.

However, with the rapid changes in technology, we can't keep relying on identification

number as a security means to our privacy. ATM fraud is one of the crimes that results

from inappropriate way of handling PIN. A corrupt bank employee can discover your

debit card pin number after just 15 attempts, according to a study by computer scientists

in Cambridge. [1]

In most cases withdrawals go without a hitch but ATM fraud has started to be a growing

nuisance. This type of fraud, including use of stolen cards at ATMs, has grown from

£8.2 million in 1997 to £21.2 million in 2001, representing about 5% of all card fraud.

Two years ago it was a London problem but it has now spread all over the country.

Sandra Quinn of the Association of Payment Clearing Services (APACS) says that more

recent figures are due soon and they are expected to show a sharp jump in ATM fraud.

[2]

In United Kingdom, the ATM scam uses different tactics to steal money from ATM

user. The scam, called the Lebanese Loop works like this: A plastic or metal sleeve is

constructed that fits into the card slot of an ATM machine. When the next unsuspecting

customer arrives to withdraw money the card is caught in the sleeve and doesn't

completely enter the machine. You will get the screen asking you to enter your PIN

number, but no matter how many times you enter the number nothing else happens. This

gives a thief, standing behind you, plenty of opportunity to see you punch in your PIN.

After you give up the thief uses a small tool to pull out the sleeve with your card and

promptly withdraws the maximum cash from your account. [3]



ATM fraud has become more sophisticated with cracking programs to steal ATM

holders' money very easily. The newest device for stealing information is a thin,

transparent-plastic overlay on an ATM keypad that captures a user's identification code

as it is entered. To the card holder, it might look like some sort of cover to protect the

keys. In fact, microchips in the device record every keystroke. Another transparent

device inside the card slot captures card data. While the cardholder completes the

transaction, a computer attached to the overlay records all the data necessary to clone the

card. [4]

Another method used is to distract us by spilling a drink over us or doing something like

dropping a £10 and asking who owns it. While distracted, they will nab your cash or

card or both, having already surfed your shoulder to get your PIN number. Sometimes

those using the distraction method will take your card and quickly skim it through a

machine in order to make a copy. The card is then returned to the machine, with the user

being none the wiser. [2]

The newest device for stealing information is a thin, transparent-plastic overlay on an

ATM keypad that captures a user's identification code as it is entered. To the card

holder, it might look like some sort of cover to protect the keys. In fact, microchips in

the device record every keystroke. Another transparent device inside the card slot

captures card data. While the cardholder completes the transaction, a computer attached

to the overlay records all the data necessary to clone the card. [5]

The secrecy of the PIN key, although necessary, is not sufficient. This is illustrated by a

famous fraud, which took place at the Chemical Bank in New York in 1985. An ATM

technician, who had been fired, would stand in line and watch a customer keying in his

PIN. He would then pick up the discarded receipt, which contained the account number,

write this number to the magnetic strip of a blank card, and use this with the observed

PIN to raid the poor customer's account. He managed to steal over $80,000 before the

bank saturated downtown New York with security men and caught him in the act.

Needless to say, the emergence since then of worldwide ATM networks makes such

attacks much more easy to do, and extremely difficult to stop. [6]



With all the drawbacks, passwords and personal identification numbers (PINs) soon may

become relics of our computer past as biometric identification technology takes over the

critical task of identifying and authenticating computer users, and permitting access to

secure sites, files and Intranets.[7]

2.2 Future Direction - The idea of biometric ATM

According to Roberto Torres, Frost & Sullivan automatic identification industry research

analyst, "The underlying driver in the commercial arena is the business community's

search for tools which can prevent fraud. Problems stemming from false identification of

individuals have seriously hurt the financial industry, government agencies and business

establishments for decades."

Biometrics is an old greek word for a very new concept. "Bio," meaning life, and

"Metric," the measure of, so Biometrics is in essence, the measure of life. Biometrics is

an emerging technology for automatically identifying individuals using their distinct

physical or behavioral characteristics. Types of Biometrics can be any unique human

characteristics, such as fingerprint, voice, face, iris, retina, palm, signature, wrist vein,

and hand geometry. Biometrics provides a better solution for the increased security

requirements of our information society than current identification methods (passwords,

PIN numbers and magnetic strip cards with a PIN number) for various reasons: the

person to be identified must be physically present at the point of identification;

identification based on biometric techniques obviates the need to remember a password

(or write it on a yellow sticky note), PIN or carry a token. Using biometric systems to

identify the user of a computer, ATM, cellular phones and even credit card purchases

will reduce fraud and unauthorized access. This could save the economy billions of

dollars. [6]



Mark Radke of Diebold, one of the biggest ATM manufacturers in the United States,

says the emergence of biometrics has been slow in part because of the technology and

partly due to slow overall acceptance by the public. But that's changing, he says, to the

point where credit unions, which have been more aggressive than banks about using

biometrics, see the new technology as a customer draw. [5]

"Banks realize biometrics are not something to be ignored," says Jennifer Schmidt, a

Meridien Research analyst and author of a study on biometrics in financial services

institutions. Biometrics provide a unique advantage over other forms of security, such as

user name and password, in that an individual's biometrics print is one-of-a-kind.

Whether it's the pattern of blood vessels in the eye or the long-familiar thumbprint, no

one else in the world has the same measurable characteristic. [8]

Bank United became the first US bank to trial a biometric-enabled Diebold ATM at

three of its branches using iris technology from Sensar in the spring of 1999. The bank's

customers gave positive feedback to the trial, with 98 per cent of those surveyed saying

that would like to see more machines installed locally. However, Bank United has yet to

install any further machines. UK building society Nationwide became the first

organisation worldwide to trial iris recognition technology supplied by NCR back in

1998. The results of the pilot were very positive for the customer, with 94 per cent

saying they were comfortable with the technology and 91 per cent saying they would

choose iris identification in future above either PINs or signatures. [2]

Citibank is looking into the feasibility and cost of using biometrics technology as a more

efficient and secure method of identifying its customers. Meanwhile, Huntington

Bancshares is studying the impact of identity theft and fraud with a close eye on

biometrics as a possible approach to reducing the chronic problem. Tom Connaughton,

managing director of risk management at Citibank North America, in New York, said

his company wants to be a leader in extending biometrics technology to customers,

providing them with several types of identification options, such as fingerprint and

facial-recognition technologies, so they can choose which one they're most comfortable



with. Having customers use biometrics to gain access to accounts is the only way for the

bank to know for sure whom they're dealing with, Connaughton said. [9]

Bill Rogers, publisher of Biometric Digest, says things should change now that some

major corporations are getting behind biometrics. "Microsoft has committed to putting

biometrics in a future release of Windows. Compaq Computer has built a PC with a

fingerprint scanner built into the keyboard. Visa, MasterCard and Discover are doing

pilot projectswhere your fingerprint is put into the bar code, the merchant drops the card

into the reader, you put your finger on a scanner and they know the card is yours. Once

the credit card companies and Microsoft or the hardware manufacturers make them part

of the standard system, it'll move faster." [5]

There is a good chance that biometric authentication and verification will become more

commonplace in the near future. Enterprise implementations and specialized

applications such as ATM are more likely to use biometric as an alternative. The

potential of this growing technology could not be ignored since it may become one of

the most anticipated technologies to ensure that human's security and privacy are well

protected.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK

3.1 DATA COLLECTION METHOD

The author used 3 types of different methods for data collection. There are:

1. Observations

2. Readings/Studies

3. Questionnaires

3.1.1 Observations

In observations, the author play two roles while gathering data - that of a

nonparticipant-observer or participant observer. For nonparticipant-observer, the

author collected the needed data without becoming an integral part of the system.

The author observes the natural activities and behaviors of the ATM users, as

well as other environment factors such as the layout of the ATM itself, especially

the security aspect. For user's behavior, the author focused on the time when the

users enter they PIN. Actions such as how many times they need to re-enter the

PIN, the errors when entering the PIN, or whether they've written their PIN

anywhere and bring it when they use the ATM were recorded. Other than that,

the author observes the security measures taken by the banks for user's

protection such as security's camera, guards and so on.

For participant-observer, the author also play the role of the by become part of

the system user. The author used the ATM to do banking transactions and

observes the flow of the verification process as well as the security measures

from user's view. The author then records the weakness and the area that can be

improved to increase the level of security for ATM.
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3.1.2 Reading/Studies

The author had done some readings from newspapers, magazines, case studies,

white papers and journals that is relevant to the topics. The area of studies

includes the frauds in PIN system, biometrics issue and about verification

system. Besides that, the author had also collected lots of data from searching the

web sites in order to gain knowledge on biometric products in current market.

The findings from this method will be discussed in chapter 4.

3.1.3 Questionnaires

During the data collection phase, the author had prepared a written set of

questions to which respondents can record their answers. The questionnaires are

distributed to 100 ATM users to get their feedback on the current PIN system in

ATM and to test their knowledge about biometrics technology. The results from

the survey will be discussed in chapter 4.
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3.2 PROCEDURE IDENTIFICATION

The author choused to use the Rapid Application Development (RAD) methodology for

the project work procedure. Since the schedule for the Final Year Project is only about

14 weeks, the author had to use the RAD approach because it offers the best system

development methodology for this project in order to decrease time needed to analyze,

design and develop a system. Using this method can help a lot on shortening the system

schedule and thus results in a speedy development.

There are four phases of RAD in designing a system:

Requirement
Planning

(Analysis)

User Design
(Design)

Construction

Cutover

Figure 3.1: Phases of RAD Methodology

12



3.3 Project work

3.3.1 Phases of project

Requirements Planning Phase (Analysis) is where the author analyzes and

identifies the problems regarding the PIN system. The author conducted an

analysis of the ATM security system, in order to document the system and

determine what problems exist with the current system. From the problem

identification, the author comes out with a possible solution and set upon the

objectives and significant of the project while collecting the data needed before

analyzing the requirements specification for the system. During this phase, the

author also determined the functions of the system and plans other phases. This

phase is basically oriented towards solving business problems.

Next, in the User Design phase, the author have to design the prototype and

come out with a conceptual model for the system, The author also have to refined

phase with regards to the outcomes from the Requirements Planning. The output

for the design includes design on the system model, the process flow and also the

interface for the system.

Construction phase will follows the Design phase. This is where the author

translates the designs into codes using Microsoft Visual Basic. In this phase, the

author had also tested the functionality of each components and makes some

adjustments to the code before users come and test, validate and review modules

as they are built.

The last phase is Cutover. In this phase, the author developed conversion data

and system and fully test the system before preparing the final documentation

and oral presentation.

13



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 CURRENT ATM SECURITY SYSTEM

The author has done some research on the current ATM security system. The author

have found out that password or personal identification number (PIN) is one of

important aspects in ATM security system which is commonly used to secure and

protect financial information of customers from unauthorized access. Customers will

insert their ATM card in the card slot and they will be prompted to key in their PIN to

grant access to their accounts. PIN typically in a form of four or six digit combination of

numbers that entered through ATM panel. The system compares the PIN code against a

stored list of authorized passwords and users. If the code is legitimate, the system allows

access at the security level approved for the owner of the account.

From the author's observations, in order to secure customer's PIN from ATM scam

when the customer is dealing with the ATM, banks has put a yellow line few feet from

the ATM so that the person who in queue will be standing in a safe distant from the

ATM dealers. In some places, banks put the ATM in a glass room where only one

person can enter the room to do the banking transaction through the ATM while others

will have to queue outside the glass room. This way, it will prevent any ATM scam from

having a peek over a bank customer's shoulder at a machine, to get the person's PIN.

In general, PIN is sufficient to protect against fraud and effectively eliminating most

common attempts to gain unauthorized access. The four or six digits PIN also easy to

memorize and can be typed quickly with few errors but it quite difficult to be cracked if

it is managed properly. In practice, however, PIN is often easy to defeat particularly

those which are easily guessed such as family member birth dates, consecutive number -

1234, phone number and so forth. Moreover, ATM scam has found more sophisticated

cracking program to get customer's PIN and steal money from the ATM easily.

14



4.2 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMETRIC IDENTIFICATION

The idea of replacing PIN key with biometric identification system in ATM has been

widely discussed as a result of the emerging technology in biometric. Biometrics means

"to measure life". Broaden definition of biometrics is the science of identifying a person

by way of unique biological characteristic such as fingerprints, a handprint, pattern of an

iris, and any of which are read by a scanner and matched against an electronic version of

file. There are actually two types of biometrics, that is behavioral biometrics and

physiological biometrics. Behavioral biometrics is by measuring the way we do

something such as signature verification, keystrokes dynamics and voice recognition.

Whereas, the physiological biometrics is by measuring a person's physical

characteristics such as their fingerprint, hand geometry, retina scan or face recognition.

The underlying advantages of biometric identification includes elimination of common

problems such as illicitly copied keys, lost or broken mechanical locks, and

forged/stolen personal identification numbers (PIN) which can lead to automatic teller

machine (ATM) and checking fraud. Biometric systems can be used for identification

purposes involving security access systems in management information services

departments, government agencies, ATMs/banks, law enforcement, prisons,

international border control, and military agencies.

How does the biometrics technology work? Actually the principal behind the biometrics

data capture is simple. A biometric system must have a sensor that pick up a physical

characteristic, convert it into a digital pattern, and compare it to stored patterns for

identification. For example, with fingerprint imaging, a person authorized to access

secure files or a system submits his or her fingerprint to a digital scanner. This digitized

print is stored in a computer library for retrieval when access is requested. An authorized

user places his or her finger on a reader or scanner, and the resulting image is compared

to the software library image. If there's a match, access is granted. The same procedure

15



is generally applicable to retinal scans, voice recognition systems, and palm, face and

signature identification methods.

4.3 COMBINING SMART CARD WITH BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY

Typically, our security solution is based on three categories of identification data. The

first one, it is based on something that we knows, like a password or PIN; the second

one is based on something we have, a token like a key or a smart card; and the third one

is something we are, such as or voice, fingerprint or our facial features. Usually, users

accessing classified systems had to pass checks from two of these three categories.

Earlier ATM designers decided to identify users by the first two of the above criteria,

which are memorized PIN and a token that is our ATM card. Recently, the common

magnetic strip ATM card has been replaced with a brand new smart card which comes in

a greater flexibility and security. By combining biometric verification solution with the

smart card, we can utilize the use of smart card. The user's biometric template is

retrieved from storage by a smart card and can quickly be compared to a live sample.

Typical system may use centralized databases that can create many security risks and

can add a substantial amount of traffic to the network. If the database is compromised,

the entire biometric solution may also be compromised. Storing the template locally

decreases processing time but may introduce difficulties if users move from machine to

machine. Using smart cards may be the best way to go because they give the user

portability and do not require centralized storage.

4.4 COMPARISON ON BIOMETRIC MEASUREMENT

They are many types of biometric measurements. This includes the behavioral and

physiological measures. The author would like to focus on the physiological measures.

There are fingerprints, hand geometry, eye scanning (retina and iris), and face

recognition. The author will summarize each of the type before making comparison on

each of them.

16



4.4.1 Fingerprints

Fingerprint identification is the most commonly recognized and most widely

applied form of Biometric technology. Fingerprint ID is based upon the fact that

a person's fingerprint is completely unique to the individual. A fingerprint is

made of a series of ridges and furrows on the surface of the finger. The

uniqueness of a fingerprint can be determined by the pattern of ridges and

furrows as well as the minutiae points. It is the oldest biometrics method and has

already been used for a long time.

4.4.2 Hand geometry

Hand geometry is based on the fact that virtually every person's hand is shaped

differently and that the shape of a person's hand (after a certain age) does not

significantly change. When the user places a hand on the hand reader, a three-

dimensional image of the hand is captured. Then, the shape and length of the

fingers and knuckles are measured. Depending on the data used to identify a

person, hand reading technologies generally fall into one of three categories -

application to the palm, the pattern of veins in the hand and the geometrical

analysis of fingers.

4.4.3 Eye Scanning

Eye scanning can be divided into two different fields, which is the iris scanning

and retina scanning. Iris is the colored band of tissue that surrounds the pupil of

the eye. An iris recognition system uses a video camera to capture the sample

while the software compares the resulting data against stored templates. The

retina is the layer of blood vessels at the back of the eye. Retina scans are

performed by directing a low-intensity infrared light to capture the unique retina

characteristics. An area known as the face, situated at the center of the retina, is

scanned and the unique pattern of the blood vessels is captured.

17



4.4.4 Face Recognition

Face recognition systems identifies an individual by analyzing the unique shape,

pattern and positioning of facial features. There are essentially two methods of

processing the data: video and thermal imaging. Standard video techniques are

based on the facial image captured by a video camera. Thermal imaging

techniques analyze the heat-generated pattern of blood vessels underneath the

skin. There are various recognition methods that emphasize identification based

on the areas of the face that don't change, including:

• Upper sections of eye sockets

• Area surrounding cheek bones

• Sides of mouth

In the past, fingerprints were recorded by the application of ink to the finger which was

then pressed to paper to give an impression. Fingerprints have been used as human

identification long ago. People are familiar with it-and they trust it. Hand geometry is

even older than digital fingerprinting; it was first used for security purposes on Wall

Street more than 20 years ago. However, in Malaysia, the idea of hand scanning is not

very popular compared to fingerprints.

Retina biometrics is considered to be the best biometric performers. However, despite its

accuracy, this technique is often thought to be inconvenient and intrusive. The retinal

scan, according to some studies, is more expensive and less "user-friendly" than

fingerprinting. The fact that it requires the user to place their eye near a scanning device,

which then reads blood vessel patterns unique to each person, is often a cause of

discomfort. The retinal scanner requires an individual to stand still while it scans the

unique patterns of the retina with a low-intensity light source.

By contrast, iris scanning uses a camera and requires no intimate contact with the reader;

reading the retinal information. Eye and retinal scanner are ineffectual with the blind and

those who have cataracts. However, it is difficult to gain general acceptance by the end

user. Some are suspicious and don't want any of their physical features saved on some



database. They are frightened of iris and retinal recognition because they believe a laser

will scan and thus damage their eyes. Cost is another thing that makes banks reluctant to

deploy eye biometrics on a broad scale.

Facial recognition, which compares a user's facial characteristics with the stored results

of an algorithm calculation (similar to a data hash), offers the ultimate security. Some

systems match two static images, and others claim to be able to unobtrusively detect the

identity of an individual within a group. But facial recognition has had only very limited

success in enterprise applications, such as access to nuclear facilities, because of its cost

and complexity. The attraction of this biometric system is that it is able to operate

'hands=free', limiting the amount of man-machine interaction. However, this system is

highly unreliable and expensive. For example, it will not distinguish twins or triplets, not

recognize the user after a haircut, and not recognize a person who changes from wearing

and not wearing glasses.

Although many parts of the human body can provide data for electronic identification,

users remain most comfortable offering their fingertips. Fingertip scanners are the most

commonly used form of biometrics - and the least expensive and easiest to deploy —but

not all scanners are the same. Some match the ridges in a thumbprint, others are straight

pattern-matching devices, and still others take unique approaches such as ultrasonic.

Here are more comparisons between the biometric measurement that the author taken

from IT Professional (January/February 2001).

Ch.iiiiuLun^tic Finyoi -prints
H.ind
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»

ZRl-Ihi.i Irii,

MediumE.ist* iif use High Low Medium
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ige Hand

injury, age
Glasses Poor

lighting
Lighting,
age,

glasses,
hair
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User

AcccpUll ICO
Medium Medium Medium Medium

Required
secunly level

iign Medium High Very High Medium

„ Loncj-lorm

Stability
ligh Medium High High Medium

Table 4.4: Comparison of Biometrics
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From the analysis and comparisons between the biometric measurement, the author has

come to a conclusion that accuracy, convenience (of user acceptance) and cost is among

the main criteria in choosing which biometric measurement should be implemented in a

particular system. The author thinks that fingerprint biometric is most suitable for ATM

because it has high accuracy, can generally be accepted by user because it is

convenience and many people are familiar with it. Moreover, the cost for the devices is

affordable. Refer to Appendix C for statistic on biometric revenue. In order to get user

respond towards this idea, the author has distributed a set of questionnaires to 100 ATM

users. The data has been gathered and the author has come out with the results from the

questionnaires.

4.5 RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRES

Question 1: How many ATM card do you have?

A. 1 B.2 C.3 D.4

9%

*"1 " • *^.

21%/ lfir*,^J V^Bk

IB

aC

54%

DD

Figure 4.5.1: Results from Question 1

Question 1 was asked in order to know the average number of accounts owned by a

person. From the pie chart, we can see that the average ATM card or accounts owned by

a person is 2 cards that is 54%. The respondent for the questionnaires are taken among

the UTP students and this may be the reason why the author get such result for the above

question. If the respondent is taken from outsiders such as working people, the result

may differ from this one.
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Question 2: Can you recall your PINeasily whenever you use ATM service?

24r -£g

BYES

0NO

Figure 4.5.2: Results from Question 2

76% of the respondent can recall their PIN easily because most of them have used the

same ATM card and PIN for years and they have only 1-2 cards. Another 24% of the

respondent answer NO. This may be because they have many accounts and PIN to

remember or the PIN has mixed up with other number

Question 3: Have you ever forgotten your PIN?

AjBk, -T.I

65°/ \jfiJB

k35%

PYES

INO

Figure 4.5.3: Results from Question 3

Only 35% of the respondent have experienced forgotten their PIN while another 65%

answers that they never forgot their PIN. Again, this results may be due to demographic

factor where students are still young and can remember number and codes easily

compared to older people.
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Question 4: Do you think the PIN system is still reliable?

Figure 4.5.4: Results from Question 4

More than half the number or respondents, which is 57% thinks that the PIN system is

not reliable in today's world. Most of them think that with the movement of technology,

people shouldn't rely on PIN or password to protect their privacy. Most of them hate

memorizing numbers. While 43% of the respondents think that PIN is still reliable

because it is easy to use and because it has been use and trusted for a long time.

Question 5: Do you agree if the PIN system is replace with biometric identification

system (for example, fingerprint scanning) in order to gain access to your account in

ATM?

Figure 4.5.5: Results from Question 5

The author gets a very good feedback from this question. Most of the respondents agree

that the PIN system should be replace with biometric.62% of them can accept the idea
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and are looking forward for the new ATM features. Only 38% of the respondents

rejected the idea and still favor the typical version of ATM.

Question 6: What kind of biometric that you find most comfortable with?

A. Fingerprint B. Iris/Eye scanning C. Face D. Voice

16%

m Fingerprint

m Iris/Eye

• Face

• Voice

Figure 4.5.6: Results from Question 6

This question is to get user feedback on what biometric measurement that they

comfortable with. From this question, the author can conclude that most users are

comfortable with fingerprint biometric. 64% choose A for fingerprints biometrics. 16%

favor iris/eye scanning. This respondents may be well known with biometrics

technology and choose iris/eye scanning because they know it is most accurate. Another

12 % choose face and 8% choose voice recognition.

Question 7: Do you write your PIN anywhere?

Figure 4.5.7: Results from Question 7
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It is not surprising that 59% of the respondent have written down their PIN. This maybe

happening to prevent them from forgetting the numbers or when they asked someone

else to withdraw their money. 41% answers NO for this question.

Question 8: Would you asked your friend/family to withdraw your money from the

ATM?

Figure 4.5.8: Results from Question 8

It is a common thing for the users to ask someone else that they could trust on to

withdraw their money or doing other financial activities for them. That is why 53% of

the respondent answer YES while 47% of the respondent would not ask anyone to

withdraw their money.

Question 9: Would you feel threatened if you lost your ATM card?

Figure 4.5.9: Results from Question 9

Most of the respondent answer YES for this question. They feel threatened and insecure

when they lost their ATM card because they think that their money could be steal and
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that their privacy is at risked. Only 28% of the respondent are not feeling threatened if

their ATM card are lost because they trust the security measures taken by the bank to

secure their money.

Question 10: Do you think the current ATM interface need improvement? If yes, please

state the improvement needed.

47%fl
• 53%

SYES

HNO

Figure 4.5.10: Results from Question 10

The respond to the final question is quite balance. 53% of the respondent request for

improvement while 47% of them are comfortable with current interface and didn't really

bother on how it should look like. For the comments on area to be improve, most of

them wants the interface to be more user-friendly and interactive and want it be more

colorful and have more graphical user interface (GUI). Some even complaints that some

ATM screen is difficult to read due to the lighting effect. Some said that the ATM

display screen is too high and difficult to reach. There are also complaints on the key

pad which is too hard and is difficult to press.

From the results, the author found out that there's a need for improvement in ATM

verification system in order to ensure a reliable and effective security protection for

ATM users. Biometric verification is the most suitable alternative for the PIN system,

with fingerprint scanning as the favorable method selected by the respondents. Please

refer to Appendix B for more options on fingerprint sensors.
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4.6 PROJECT DESIGN

4.6.1 Process Flow

This is the process flow that the author designed for the enrollment and

verification process in ATM transactions.

Enrollment Process

Perform

Capture

Assign
Values

Template
Registration

Verification Process

Image
Acquisition

Image
Preprocessing

Future

Extraction

Stored

"^ Template

Template
Matched

Template
Comparison

Figure 4.6.1: Process Flow for enrollment and verification process

Based on the ATM process that we have familiar with, the author had come out

with her own process flow and activity diagram for the proposed system. Refer

to figure 4.2 for the process flow and Appendix B for the activity diagram. There

are 2 phases in the process flow that is the enrollment phase and verification
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phase. In the enrollment phase, a first time user must be enrolled into the system

before he or she can do any banking activity. The whole process starts with

sample capture. In the capture process, scanner capture the biometric image and

software will assigns values to a biometric image. These values will be

considered as the template and is registered to the customer as their ID in the

smart card.

During verification, when the customer initiates a transaction, the system scans

the client's fingerprint for image acquisition, extracts the main features from the

image, compare and matches this scan against the stored template, and approves

or rejects it. It sends this result to the business software to either proceed with or

halt the client's transaction.

4.6.2 Use Case Diagram

Here is the use case diagram that the author designs for the system:

O

A

Place in smart card

Validate smart card

Display instruction

Choose language

Scan fingerprint

Verify fingerprint

Request bank
transaction

Figure 4.6.2: Use case diagram
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The author designs a use case diagram for this system to shows the interaction

between the external entities which is in this case, the customer (ATM user) and

the system itself. From the use case diagram, the customer interacts with the

system by giving input (smart card and fingerprint) and by requesting bank

transactions once they have been verified and approved by the ATM. On the

other hand, the system interact with the user by giving output which is the

instructions and information retrieved from the user's smart card and by granting

access to the user.

4.6.3 Activity Diagram

Activity diagram was designed to analyze the activities involved during the

ATM's verification system take place. The activity should start when a

customer/user initiate a banking transaction at the ATM. When the customer

entered an automated branch to complete a transaction, the smart card was placed

into an integral reader at the ATM. The customer information was read from the

smart card, and the ATM screen would instruct the person, by name, to place a

finger on the fingerprint reader. If the customer's live fingerprint matched the

fingerprint template stored on the smart card, access to the customer's account

was granted. The customer can then proceed with the banking activity. Here is

the activity diagram designs by the author:
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User View

Place in

smart card
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View

result
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Transaction

Figure 4.6.3: Activity Diagram
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4.6.4 Interface Design

For the prototype, the author had also developed some interface with the ATM

users as the target user. The prototype should enable the user to view and follow

the step by step instructions in using the biometric devices and to make them

understand how the verification system works. Besides that, the interface should

also follow the basic guidelines for a good interface. A good interface is essential

because a good interface will increase product credibility and acceptance. It will

enable users to achieve their goals while reducing operation expenses and costly

rebuilds. Some of the steps that were taken into consideration when designing the

interface:

• Research customer expectations and needs.

• Review competitive and analagous products and services.

• Design solution concepts based on customer requirements.

• Build prototypes and test them.

• Design visual interfaces that support user interaction and

product's functions.

The interface itself will help a lot in showing how the verification process with

biometric technology takes place. Refer Appendix D for the layout of the

interface.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 CONCLUSION

The "Biometric Security System In ATM Transactions" is an idea that was proposed in

consideration with the current trend of security measures as a result of the advance

development of information technology in today's world. The whole concept is to make

ways for biometrics technology as an alternative for the common personal identification

number (PIN) in ATM security system. Major aim of this project is to fulfill the needs of

greater security and protection from ATM fraud in order to reduce unnecessary lost.

The idea of combining smart card with biometric technology in accessing bank account

at ATM may not been used widely in the world especially in Malaysia. However, the

needs for a reliable security system and the advance development of technology must

not be ignored. This project will adhere to the most basic requirements of ATM that

suits the needs of Malaysians culture and ethical issue. This is how this system

differentiate with other systems that were already exists in the market. The author put

full hope that this project will be a successful one and may contribute to the efficiency of

security for the society.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATION

For future project work, the author would like to suggest that the research areas and the

system features to be expanded. The research areas should includes the numbers and

statistics of ATM frauds especially in Malaysia in order to support the relevancy of the

project. It is also recommended that the real technology be implemented so that it can

really integrate with the system. Other recommendation is to upgrade the system's

feature so that it will offer more services to the users besides what we already have

nowadays.

Proposing the design, the author may try to design a duo-verification system so that user

can have a choice whether to use a card along with the biometric or only use biometric

to gain access to their account. This way, users may not depend on cards or any other

tokens for verification because their selves are the key to the verification system.

The author also suggests that the prototype interface should maintain a user-friendly

environment and a good navigation as well. Therefore, it is much hope that by

enhancing the system, it could give new idea especially to Malaysian society the

importance of biometric solution for effective and efficient verification and security

process.
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APPENDICES



APPENDIX A:

QUESTIONNAIRES



QUESTIONNAIRES FOR THE ATM USERS IN UTP

Question 1: How many ATM card do you have?

A. 1 B.2 C.3 D.4

Question 2: Can you recall yourPIN easily wheneveryou use ATM service?

A. YES B.NO

Question 3: Have you ever forgotten your PIN?

A. YES B.NO

Question 4: Do you think the PIN system is still reliable?

A. YES B.NO

Question 5: Do you agree if the PIN system is replace with biometric identification

system (for example, fingerprint scanning) in order to gain access to your account in

ATM?

A. YES B.NO

Question 6: What kind of biometric that you find most comfortable with?

A. Fingerprint B. Iris/Eye scanning C.Face D. Voice

Question 7: Do you write your PIN anywhere?

A. YES B.NO

Question 8: Would you asked your friend/family to withdraw your money from the

ATM?

A. YES B.NO



Question 9: Would you feel threatened if you lost your ATM card?

A. YES B.NO

Question 10: Do you think the current ATM interface need improvement? If yes, please

state the improvement needed.

A. YES B.NO

-THANK YOU-



APPENDIX B:

TYPE OF FINGERPRINTS

SENSORS



TYPES OF FINGERPRINT SENSORS

5 types of sensors:

• Optical Sensor

• Capacitive Array Sensor

• Thermal Array Sensor

• E-field Array Sensor

Electro-luminescent Sensor

Olianlc S^H*^e

Selection criteria:

• Cost

• Size

• Durability
• Electro-static Discharge
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COMPARISONS BETWEEN FINGERPRINTS SENSORS:

ESD

fci

#tfc^P~ Low Good

Medium Poor Poor

Medium Poor Fair



APPENDIX C:

BIOMETRIC REVENUE BY

TECHNOLOGY



1999 Biometric; Revenue By Technology

£• CccyrtghL bilernatratal Biometre Group
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APPENDIX D:

PRINT SCREEN OF DESIGNED

INTERFACE



1. Main Screen

PRINT SCREEN FOR THE DESIGNED INTERFACE
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2. Instruction to scan fingerprint
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3. Screen layout for a successful verification process
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4. Screen layout for an unsuccessful verification process.
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5. Help screen
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